The major responsibility of class officers is to promote friendship and school spirit among the members of the class. If elected, I will work towards this by making sure that this next year will be an active year for our class. A beach trip, a ski trip, a reunion centered around class unity. To achieve this object, I have developed several feasible plans including frequent social activities to promote class spirit and a newsletter, as well as frequent surveys, to provide a channel of communication within our class News.

Vice-President
Ken Freedman
Hello, my name is Ken Freedman and I'm running for Class '84 Vice-President. Having served as a hard-working Freshman Council member last term, I feel that I have a great understanding of this office and would put in the time necessary to get the job done right. What's the job? Programming. My goal for the year is to give our class more opportunities to meet other class members. I have many ideas to develop unity and spirit in our class, along with much enthusiasm to contribute. I would greatly appreciate your support and if elected I'll do my best!

Secretary
Kendra Haight
Having been here a semester, I'd like to get involved in some worthwhile activities. I participated in a wide variety of activities in high school holding offices in various organizations and serving on several committees.

As Secretary of our class, I'd be dependable and responsible. Realizing the importance of getting things done on time, I'd be conscientious about doing so.

I feel I meet all the qualifications necessary for being an efficient and effective Secretary. For this reason, I'm asking for the opportunity to work for our class. I hope you'll give me the chance by giving me your vote.

Treasurer
Jim Roberge
(no statement received)

Production on the 1981 Election Supplement was done by Bill Leishman '82, Jon von Zelowitz '82, and Bill Giuffre '84. Photographs not supplied by the candidates were taken by Kevin Osborn '82.
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